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Introduction 

Earthquakes are the most ruinous of all natural 
calamities, which cause large release in strain energy 
at the fault and travels as seismic waves through the 
Earth’s layers this leads to shaking of ground. These 
seismic waves arrive at various instants of time, have 
different amplitudes and different energy levels. 
When an earthquake occurs, there can be a 
difference in the execution levels qualified by 
different buildings located on the same site. This 
difference can result from a number of factors like 
differences in material strength, and structure 
condition etc.,1An ideal multi storey building 
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designed to resist lateral loads due to seismic forces 
which would consist of distribution of mass and 
stiffness in plan at every storey and a sustained 
distribution along the height of the building 
symmetrically. Such a building would respond only 
laterally and is considered as torsionally balanced 
building. But it is very difficult to achieve restrictions 
such as architectural essentials and functional 
demand. Hence it is need to examine and design 
buildings to attain safety, serviceability and to be 
economical. In 1940 and 1950 shear walls were came 
into existence as an economical efficient bracing 
system for multistoried buildings. Patently, the 
foremost concern of the structural engineer is to 
provide structurally safe and strong to support loads 
without excessive deflection and should be stable 
under the largest specified loads. 

Abstract 

This paper summarizes state-of-the-art of the review in the seismic vulnerability assessment of 
buildings consisting of low rise, medium rise and high rise building frames.  These building frames 
are designed for gravity load combinations as per IS 456-2000. Detailed seismic vulnerability 
evaluation is a technically complex and expensive procedure and cannot be identified the 
deficiencies using qualitative methods. Hence in order to account for the exact behavior of buildings 
with shear wall, it is mandatory to perform the various available analytical tools. Buildings with and 
without shear wall may have varied seismic performances. In the present analytical investigation two 
kinds of models are considered, namely bare frame and building with shear wall consisting of G+2 
to G+8 storey buildings frames. The various analytical approaches (linear and non-linear analysis) are 
performed on these models to identify the seismic demands. It is also examined that the effect of 
shear wall on the seismic performances of low, medium and high rise RC (reinforced concrete) 
buildings have been investigated using pushover analysis at different performance levels. The 
comparison of both the analysis for the considered models by using finite element software package 
ETAB’s 9.7 version has been illustrated, detailed and tabulated in this report. Also the models are 
analyzed for buildings located in seismic zone V as per IS 1893:2002(Part 1). Load combinations 
considered in the analysis are as per IS 456:2000 and IS 1893:2002 (Part 1). For comparison purpose, 
same storey stiffness and loads have been maintained throughout and tabulated the obtained 
results in terms of variations of time period, story drift, base shear, and top roof drift and 
performance points.  

Keywords: Story drift, Base Shear, Stiffness.
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Shear Wall 

Shear walls are vertical elements of the horizontal 
force resisting system. The forces in these walls are 
predominantly shear forces in which the fibers within 
the wall try to slide past one another. Shear walls 
contribute large strength and stiffness to buildings in 
the direction of their alignment, which notably 
reduces lateral sway of the building. Shear walls 
should be provided along ideally both length and 
width. However, if they are provided along only one 
direction, a proper grid of beams and columns in the 
vertical plane (called a moment-resistant frame) must 
be provided along the other direction to resist strong 
earthquake effects. To control ill-effects of twist in 
structures, Shear walls are to be placed symmetrically 
in plan also along one or both directions in plan and 
more effective when placed along exterior perimeter 
of the structure. Shear walls resist shear and uplift 
forces. 

Pushover Analysis 

The pushover analysis of a structure is a static non-
linear analysis under permanent vertical loads and 
gradually increasing lateral loads. The load is 
increased in accordance to a certain predefined 
pattern. The purpose of pushover analysis is to 
analyze the expected performance of structural 
systems by estimating its strength and deformation 
demands in design of earthquakes by means of 
static inelastic analysis and comparing these 
demands to available capacities at the performance 
levels of interest. The evaluation is based on an 
assessment of important performance parameters, 
including global drift, inter-storey drift, inelastic 
element deformations, deformations between 
elements, and element connection forces. 

Illustrative Example of Structural System 

In the present study reinforced concrete moment 
resisting frame building of three storey, four storey, 
five storey, six storey, seven storey, eight storey and 
nine storey are considered. The plan layout, 
elevations and 3D view of all storey buildings with 
and without shear wall are as shown in the below 
Figures. The different configurations of buildings are 
modeled by considering only mass of the infill i.e. 
stiffness of the infill is neglected in order to account 
the nonlinear behavior of seismic demands. The 
bottom storey height is kept 1.5m and height of 
3.5m is kept for all other storeys for all kind of 

building models. The building is considered to be 
located in the seismic zone V and intended for 
commercial purpose.  

Model-I – Building without shear wall for the full 
storey and one full brick masonry wall in the upper 
storey. The building is modeled as bare frame, 
however the masses of the walls are included, and 
stiffness of the wall is not considered Fig 1. 

Model-II –Building with shear walls, for the full storey 
and one full brick masonry wall in the walls are 
included; stiffness of the wall is not considered Fig 2. 

 

3-Storey       to         9-Storey 

Figure 1: Three Dimensional view of bare frame 
building 

 

3-Storey              to           9-Storey 

Figure 2: Three dimensional view of building with 
shear wall 

 

Figure 3: Plan of Building Model 
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Figure 4: Plan of Shear wall Building Model 

Detailed Data of the Buildings 

General details of building 

 No. of Storey’s :  G+2 to G+8 
 Storey height: 3.5 
 Building frame system: Special Moment Resisting 

Frames (SMRF) 
 Building use: Commercial 
 Foundation Type: Isolated footing  
 Seismic zone: Zone V (factor 0.36) 
 Soil type: Medium soil 

 Material Properties 

 Grade of Concrete for column: M35 
 Grade of Concrete for beam: M30 
 Grade of Steel: Fe 415 
 Modulus of Elasticity of concrete, E for M30: 

27386.1278 N/mm2 
 Modulus of Elasticity of concrete, E for M35: 

29580.398 N/mm2 
 Density of Concrete: 25 KN/m3 
 Poisson’s ratio of Concrete: 0.175 

Load Intensities 

 Roof and floor finish: 1 KN/m2 
 Live Load at Roof:  2 KN/m2 
 Live Load at Floor:  3 KN/m2 
 Wall Load: 12 KN/m 

Results and Discussions 

Here in the present study, the behavior of each 
models are captured and the results are tabulated in 
the form of Time period, Base shear, top 
displacements and inter storey drifts in linear 
analysis. Where as in nonlinear, the performance of 
all models are observed in terms of Hinge 
formations, Capacity curves and Performance point. 

In Nonlinear analysis the pushover method is 
adopted and all the models are pushed in three 
different lateral load patterns in order to obtain more 
hinges and critical performance point. 

Natural Periods 

The natural time periods obtained from seismic code 
IS 1893 (Part 1) -2000 and analytical (ETABS v 9.1.1) 
are given in Table-1 Codal and analytical values do 
not tally with each other. It can be observed that 
models with equivalent diagonal struts significantly 
affects fundamental natural period, which is a 
function of mass, stiffness and damping 
characteristics of the building. The plot of building 
versus time period is shown in Chart-1 

Table 1: Codal and Analytical Fundamental Natural 
Periods for Building Models in sec 
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Chart-1: Natural time period profile for all Storey 
building for gravity and seismic combination 

4.2 BASE SHEAR 

The base shear obtained from equivalent static 
method and response spectrum method with scaling 
factor for both gravity as well as seismic analysis is 
given in Table-2  

Table 2: Base shear and scaling factors for all models 

In the response spectrum method the design base 
shear (VB) is made equal to the base shear obtained 

from equivalent static method BV  as per clause 
7.8.2 of IS: 1893 (Part 1):2002 by applying the scaling 
factors calculated as shown in Table-2. The base 
shear is a function of mass, stiffness, height, and the 
natural period of the building structure. 

4.3 LATERAL DISPLACEMENT 

The lateral displacements obtained for equivalent 
static method (EQS) and response spectrum method 
(RSP) for 3 to 9 storey building models, along both X 
and Y directions are listed in the tables below. In 
order to account the effect of torsion the 
displacements are captured in both directions when 
force is acting in particular direction. 

Table 3: Lateral displacements (m) of 3 storey 
building models for seismic analysis 

 

 

Chart-2: Lateral displacement (m) profile for 3 storey 
in longitudinal direction by EQX and RSX 
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Chart-3: Lateral displacement (m) profile for 3 storey 
in Transverse direction by EQY and RSY 

Table 4: Lateral displacement (m) of 5 storey building 
models for seismic analysis 

 

 

Chart-4: Lateral displacement (m) profile for5 storey 
in longitudinal direction by EQX and RSX 

 

Chart-5: Lateral displacement (m) profile for 5 storey 
in Transverse direction by EQY and RSY 

Table 5: Lateral displacement (m) of 7 storey building 
models for seismic analysis 
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Chart-6: Lateral displacement (m) profile for7 storey 
in longitudinal direction by EQX and RSX 

 

Chart-7: Lateral displacement (m) profile for7 storey 
in Transverse direction by EQY and RSY 

Table 6: Lateral displacement (m) of 9storey building 
models for seismic analysis 

 

 

 

Chart-8: Lateral displacement (m) profile for 9 storey 
in longitudinal direction by EQX and RSX 

 

Chart-9: Lateral displacement (m) profile for 9 storey 
in longitudinal direction by EQY and RSY 

4.3 STOREY DRIFTS 

According to IS 1893(Part 1):2002 clause 7.11.1 
Storey drifts limitations are explained that the Storey 
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drifts in any storey due to the minimum specified 
design lateral force, with partial load factor of 1.0 
shall not exceed 0.004 times the storey height. 3.5 m 
storey height has got 14 mm. Table-7 to 10 shows 
the inter storey drift of G+2 to G+8 storey building 
with and without shear wall, by load combinations in 
consideration. Similarly Chart-10 to 17 indicates the 
plot inter storey drift versus storey number for the 
various load combinations. 

Table 7:  Inter storey drift (m) of 3 storey building 
models for seismic analysis 

 

 

Chart-10: Storey drifts profile in longitudinal 
direction by EQX and RSX 

 

Chart-11: Storey drifts profile in longitudinal 
direction by EQY and RSY 

Table 8:  Inter storey drift (m) of 5 storey building 
models for seismic analysis 
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Chart-12: Storey drifts profile in transverse direction 
by EQX and RSX 

 

Chart-13: Storey drifts profile in transverse direction 
by EQY and RSY 

Table 9:  Inter storey drift (m) of 7 storey building 
models for seismic analysis 

 

 

 

Chart-14: Storey drifts profile in transverse direction 
by EQX and RSX 

 

Chart-15: Storey drifts profile in transverse direction 
by EQY and RSY 
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Table 10:  Inter storey drift (m) of 9 storey building 
models for seismic analysis 

 

 

 

Chart-16: Storey drifts profile in transverse direction 
by EQX and RSX 

 

Chart-17: Storey drifts profile in transverse direction 
by EQY and RSY 

4.4 PUSHOVER ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Table 11: Performance point and Hinge status in longitudinal direction for all building for gravity analysis 
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Table 12: Performance point and Hinge status Transverse direction for all building for gravity analysis PUSHY 

 

CONCLUSION 

The present work focuses on study of seismic 
performance evaluation of RC buildings comprising 
of low rise, medium rise and high rise buildings, 
which are located in medium soil i.e. seismic zone- V 
of IS 1893-2002 (part-1) using analytical methods. 
The Performances were noted in terms of time 
period, base shear, lateral displacements and storey 

drifts for the considered building models .The 
capture of plastic hinges and its status were 
observed by performing Non linear static analysis.  
The usage of pushover analysis identifies highlights 
and emphasis the effect of correct lateral load 
pattern, which can regulate detrimental influence on 
seismic performance of buildings with and without 
shear walls. The following are the conclusions which 
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can be drawn from the present investigation, which 
are as follows 

1) The obtained analytical value of natural 
periods do not agree with the natural periods 
obtained from the empirical expressions of the code 
for regular buildings, therefore to design such 
buildings dynamic analysis should be required. 

2) The fundamental natural period of the 
structures decreases with increase in storey stiffness 
due to the presence of shearwall. 

3) Base shear increases with the increase in 
mass and stiffness of building; hence for the 
buildings with shearwall base shear is more than 
regular buildings. 

4) Addition of shear wall in the building will 
results in the drastic reduction of lateral 
displacement of the building there by in turn assures 
the safety of the structure. 

5) The inter storey drift of both buildings i.e. 
bare frame and building with shear wall are within 
the limiting value i.e.0.004xh, where h is the storey 
height but addition of shearwall in the building 
drastically reduces the inter storey drift when 
compared to that of building without shear wall. 

6) Performance of concrete infill of shear wall  
depends on adjacent elements especially columns, so 
premature failure due columns due to the 
consideration of more axial load 

7) Increase in the stiffness of the building will 
increases the seismic performance of the building. 
 
8) The performance level of all the models were 
found between life safety and collapse prevention 
level  

9) The obtained result shows the amount of 
information given by the linear analysis was limited 
up to certain extent. Whereas the nonlinear analysis 
provides the exact stiffness and strength of the 
building. 

10) As the number of plastic hinges for both 
buildings i.e. with and without shear wall are same, 
but the performance base shear found to be more in 
the building with shear wall than in bare frame, with 
decrease in performance displacement. So 

construction of shear wall in the building will 
increases the performance of the building.  

The result also shows that, Capacity of the buildings 
may be significant but the seismic demand varies 
with respect to the buildings with and without shear 
walls. 
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